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Integrated marketing communications (IMC) can help companies develop their

brand image and awareness. IMC ensures a strong brand image and concept

across all different types of advertising, from the product datasheet to social

media. Everything associated with the brand is unified and hence much more

recognisable to the target audience.

IMC starts with understanding your customer and requires careful study of

customers’ communication usage patterns and information needs.

Communication media (touch points) are dictated by customers’ needs and

behaviour, and involve the utilisation of the appropriate communication

channels to reach the target audience.

This research examined the effectiveness of IMC in the high-tech industry and

was carried out based on interviews with people working within this sector. The

main objective was to determine the importance of IMC strategies in new high-

tech product launches.

Our research findings reveal that it is of utmost importance to understand how

customers make decisions: the sources of information they consult as they

consider a product and service, how their behaviour changes over time and the

key influencers on their decision-making. This can be referred to as their ‘digital

intensity’.

Companies can use customers’ digital intensity insights to prioritise investments

in areas that best match customer requirements and therefore have the greatest

impact. This is important for marketing teams as management increasingly

emphasises accountability for results and links incentives to customer

experience outcomes.

Businesses should also balance and align their marketing communications

investments across both digital and traditional channels. Last but not least,

companies should make use of a much more flexible sales model to respond to

customers’ immediate needs in order to win in the critical ‘evaluation’ stage.

Executive summary



The entire company should have the end customer as the primary focus.

The advertising strategy aims to educate customers.

The main challenge in achieving a customer-centric organisation is creating

the right mindset through good management.

Using different communications strategies for different target audiences is

recommended. There is always a need to adapt the communication strategy

in response to specific customer issues.

Consistency across all communications channels (offline and digital) is

mandatory. However, companies should determine which channels to use to

reach specific target audiences.

LinkedIn is the most recommended source to reach a professional audience.

Social media is about engagement, being human and delivering the best

quality information and interaction to your target audience.

Particular emphasis should be placed on actively following up  with clients. In

this way, the outcome of IMC campaigns can be easily quantified and

translated into improved services.

The keys to a good IMC strategy is to have clear objectives, then define

marketing activities based on those objectives and have the necessary

metrics in place to measure results.

By actively listening to customers' needs and wants, companies can close any

gaps between their customers’ expectations and experiences.

Networking and concrete experiences are essential trust factors in

establishing valuable business partners in the B2B environment.

Through failures comes learning, which results in more innovative products

being delivered to customers. Success can be built on failure, and a failure

can be turned into success if the company learns from it.

Key findings



The purpose of this paper is to provide empirical evidence on the use of IMC in

new high-technology product launches among companies that operate in

different fields of business, yet provide similar innovation to the same market.

In today's competitive environment, it is very difficult for any organisation to

stand out from the competition. Integrated marketing communication involves

careful co-ordination of a company’s many communication channels to deliver a

clear and consistent message about the organisation and its products and

services.

Besides marketing, innovation plays an increasingly important role within

companies that want to be competitive. While a big challenge for any business,

innovation is also the force behind the creation of sustainable values.

For high-tech products, a high level of knowledge is needed to understand the

underlying processes; as well as having the right expertise to translate this

understanding into a valuable piece of marketing content.

For a better understanding of marketing in the high-tech industry, the paper is

structured in two parts. The first contains the main issues related to marketing

high-tech products as a new marketing specialisation. The second part focuses

on key results from a qualitative marketing research study conducted among

companies that manufacture and sell high-tech products.

Introduction



The positive impact of IMC on organisational performance can be measured

through in a number of ways:

Organisational infrastructureOrganisational infrastructure – a collection of business policies based on a

defined set of rules for its employees

InteractivityInteractivity – human-to-human versus human-to-computer interactivity

Mission marketingMission marketing – mission statement should direct value creation with the

help of brand and product and transfer of value to all stakeholders

Strategic consistencyStrategic consistency – co-ordination of all messages and elements of market

mix should be increased by brand promotion

Planning and evaluationPlanning and evaluation – strategic consideration should be emphasised in

brand promotion to all key target audience)

IMC and organisational
performance



A key element of an IMC approach is the Marketing Communication Mix, which

organisations use to pursue their advertising and marketing objectives. By

understanding an audience’s communication environment organisations seek to

develop and present messages for its identified stakeholder groups, before

evaluating and acting upon the responses.

“By conveying messages that are of significant value, audiences are“By conveying messages that are of significant value, audiences are

encouraged to offer responses which reveal their attitude and behaviour.”encouraged to offer responses which reveal their attitude and behaviour.”

The above definition is a combination of three major themes. Let us begin with

engagement. To recognise your target audience’s needs, marketing

communications can be used to engage via one-way, two-way and dialogue

connections.

The second theme concerns the audience for marketing communications.

Traditionally, marketing communications has been used to convey only product

related information to customers. However, customers are often also interested

in a range of corporate issues. These may be product related, or related to the

policies, procedures and values of the organisation itself.

The third theme relates to cognitive response. This refers to the outcomes of the

marketing process, and is a measure of whether communication activities or

programmes have been successful. The audience should be regarded as active

problem solvers: they use marketing communications to help them in their lives,

from purchasing products and services to managing organisation-related

activities.

Drivers for IMC



There are many challenges to overcome when developing and implementing an

IMC strategy in an organisation. It requires proper planning, defining the scope

of marketing communication, application of information technology, and

financial and strategic integration.

Without top management support, it is difficult for any plan or project to be

successful. Often, marketing teams need to win budget support for IMC

activities. Some managers believe that the marketing budget is diminished and

effectiveness suffers if multiple tools are employed. Others do not realise that

they can reach their target audience via multiple media.

Measuring the success of IMC can prove its value. However, as long as there are

no accurate metrics of IMC results, marketing expenditure will continue to be

seen by some CEOs as an expense to be avoided.

Barriers to IMC



There are five factors to measure the effectiveness

of an IMC programme, each based on a number of

key indicators:

Customer responses:Customer responses: brand loyalty, customer

satisfaction, brand extension, brand referrals and

brand preference.

Market performanceMarket performance: sales growth, market share

growth, ability to command a premium price,

profitability and income from sales.

Brand exposuresBrand exposures: personal contacts, mass media

exposure and contact point exposure.

Communication effect:Communication effect: brand knowledge,

attitude towards brand, brand awareness and

intention to purchase.

Channel supportChannel support: level of channel cooperation.

Indicator levels reflect the effectiveness of an

organisation’s IMC programme. Higher levels show

better effectiveness. Lower indicators raise

questions over the programme’s usefulness, either

overall or in specific areas.

Measuring the
effectiveness of IMC



A good understanding of the product’s distinct features and their influences

upon the market is required. The marketing specialist’s role is to set priorities

associated with the products and to include them in the complex process of

designing marketing activities.

High-tech products can typically be defined by three main features:

Short product lifecycleShort product lifecycle – advanced technology evolves rapidly leading to a

much shorter product lifecycle and to the necessity of making decisions

quickly.

Indispensability of infrastructure – Indispensability of infrastructure – the organisation should create a real

services network to support the product and become an important

component of its marketing mix.

Uncertainty on product functionality – Uncertainty on product functionality – sometimes consumers find it difficult

to align their needs to the benefits that high-tech products offer.

In "Successful marketing strategy for high-tech firms" (2004), E. Viardot

highlights the importance of segmentation for high-tech product marketing,

followed by targeting relevant segments and correct positioning or

repositioning of high-tech products

The challenges of marketing high-
tech products



While customer-centricity is not new, it is increasingly used in the context of

digital marketing transformations, customer experience management, a

customer-oriented business approach and the customer life cycle.

Customer-centricity is about having a clear view on the company’s prospects,

listening to customer requirements and following current marketing trends.

However, we often talk about customer-centricity without really knowing what

we mean. Let us find out how major industry leaders define customer-centricity

and what valuable insights they can provide.

Research results on marketing
activities in high-tech



Looking at a customer-centric company’s success from a global perspective, it is

clear that every company function should measure customer centricity because

they each have their own stakeholders.

For example, a company’s sales team should have well established metrics to

quantify and qualify the success of their customer centric approach. In each area

of activity, specific metrics can be used to measure the success of a company’s

customer-centric approach.

Most companies use the Net Promoter Score (NPS) to measure customer-

centricity.

The development of the NPS is usually reflected in the KPIs  of the responsible

teams, as well as in customer loyalty levels. Moreover, this score is also good for

monitoring any gaps with the competition and, depending on the outcome,

determining what further actions are required.

Using NPS on a yearly basis provides a company with valuable input to increase

its IMC performance. . It can also help marketing departments to address the right

channels to reach specific customer groups.

Measuring the success of a
customer-centric company



Challenges are often hierarchical, starting from the top to the bottom of the

company.

A common challenge for large organisations to overcome in achieving customer-

centricity is finding the right balance in satisfying the needs and wishes of each

business line within the constraints of the overall brand message and IMC

budget.

Also, when faced with limited resources (budget and/or personnel), a company

must be able to create valuable content by maximising the quality of its

marketing output.

The rapid digitalisation of our world has changed customer perceptions,

resulting in increased expectations for speed of interaction. To overcome this

challenge, companies have to grasp the speed of digitalisation and how to shape

people’s perceptions and expectations.

Challenges in achieving a
customer-centric organisation



Companies need to have a clear focus on strategic marketing elements, which

should be consistent and relevant, and how they align with the customer

experience.

The success of a company’s services or products can be improved through the

realisation of a customer-centric company culture. This involves a continuous

process involving a pool of people providing company representatives with the

necessary feedback. This can be achieved through development of a well-

structured website, together with relevant working applications that make

access to information easier for specific audiences.

Companies can make use of customer journey maps to translate the customer

experience into their processes, technologies and products to deliver a seamless

experience.

A company can reach the core of its customers’ communication needs by

delivering integrated solutions. These are developed through co-creation

between marketing representatives and the end-customer.

To translate customers’ communication needs into an IMC strategy, a company

needs only follow a simple process. Firstly, fully understand the customer needs,

either through talking directly to the customer or through online surveys. This

allows companies to adapt and focus their IMC activities to create the most

suitable user interaction. This in turn enables the creation of relevant content

that is useful for each target group.

Customer satisfaction strategies



An important aspect that needs to be captured by all companies in any field is

the need to make a real connection with each and every key customer.

The company strategy and the branding strategy should be closely linked

because who you aspire to be as a company is mostly determined by

management. Therefore, it should also be reflected in the company’s mission

and vision statements.

Management needs to ensure an environment that promotes positive customer

interactions, generates new ideas and subscribes to a common marketing goal

by creating the right mindset through good management behaviour.



The most common gaps in IMC tend to be the lack of social media usage and a

lack of communication in the relationship with the company’s partners. People

have the tendency to start from the latest touchpoint instead of starting from

their customers’ actual needs.

When the marketing communications team is not aligned with the rest of the

company’s communication, this can result in poor implementation of IMC

strategies.

Common gaps in IMC strategies



Social media is about engagement, being human and delivering the best quality

for your target audience.

The impact of technology has changed user behaviour dramatically in the past

two decades, resulting in a lot of new challenges for the majority of companies.

Effective use of social media starts with understanding the customer and finding

out what is needed to bring the necessary services or products to the market in a

way that the marketing team can manage.

The main social media tools used in high-tech marketing communications are

LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook. Building personal relationships is still important

in most industries. Different markets require different approaches, ranging from

traditional (e.g. technical magazines) to online forums.

For example, most people in the healthcare industry are active on social media.

However, with the possible exception of LinkedIn, other channels such as Twitter

and Facebook are not suitable channels for reaching or engaging with direct

customers (hospital directors, nurses).

Social media can have positive and negative effects on a company’s growth

potential in a market. Therefore, the focus should be to educate customers by

embracing personal interactions at all levels.

Depending on where the customer is in the buyer’s journey, a company should

establish strong online relations and then develop a more personal relationship

(80% of the buying journey is executed online). Bear in mind that in the buyer’s

journey, a company needs to clearly communicate its value proposition.

Marketing automation (i.e. delivering the right content at the right time on the

right channel) can help companies guide people further along the buyer’s

journey.

Social media presence



A company’s advertising strategy should take into account its ‘online’ presence,

making it clear where customers can find relevant information and solutions,

and easily interact with the company and its employees.

Long term marketing goals should include the development of a strong online

community. Forming such a community allows a company to get closer to its

customers, helping identify and address any potential gaps between customer

expectations and experiences. A company’s presence on social media plays a

major role in this, for example, by providing a way of sharing important

milestones in new product developments.

Social media activity also generates valuable insights on how to differentiate a

company from the competition, so continuous monitoring is critical.



By developing strong relationships with customers at different levels, companies

can achieve higher levels of customer satisfaction. In this respect, companies

perform better when they have strategically positioned physical presence near

to their clients.

Building strong relationships on social media is also possible, but only when to

all partners are willing to invest enough time. While long-lasting partnerships

are still built and maintained primarily through personal interactions, social

media (i.e. LinkedIn, Facebook) can helps to build and maintain a strong brand

image.

Building long term relationships



A good IMC strategy depends on three fundamental factors: consistency,

relevance and timeliness.

To close the gap between customers’ expectations and experiences companies

need to set clear goals  and be able to translate them into well-defined marketing

plans for current and potential markets.

Different communications strategies are recommended, even required, to reach

different target audiences. Also, any strategy needs to be adaptable to address

changing, or specific, customer issues. Consistency across all communications

channels (offline and digital) ensures that all target audiences receive a common

message, even though the channels used to reach them may be different.

Different types of products require different strategies. Complex products will

require more personal interactions with sales and technical support staff, while

standard products are often purchased online or through distributors. IMC

approaches need to be tailored to match the level of interaction required.

Sales tools are often used to monitor client relationships. These can be used to

help develop and maintain an effective IMC strategy.

Keys to a good IMC strategy



The qualitative marketing research provided highly pertinent information about

marketing decisions taken by high-tech top level managers. We identified the

main customer satisfaction strategies used in the companies: active listening,

understanding customer needs and requirements, and translating them into

marketing strategies.

In terms of marketing activities implemented by high-tech companies, the

respondents showed high levels of interest in many key areas. They included

consumer behaviour research, customer segmentation and product positioning,

creating new markets for innovative products, targeting existing markets, and

product repositioning where required.

It is important for high-tech companies to create a balance between technology

and marketing to achieve a competitive advantage and provide more value to

customers. In high-tech companies, marketing has an important role in

establishing the context and appropriate infrastructure for successful

innovation. It also plays an important role in providing consumers and

organisations with the content and messages needed for the acceptance and

adoption of innovative products and new technologies, and to convince

customers that these products are a wise investment.

Conclusions
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